
Pueblo Rangers Soccer Club 

 

COVID-19 Guidelines for Spring 2021 

 For Langoni Soccer Complex 
1600 W. 24

th
 Street, Pueblo, CO 81003 

 

Orange Level Guidelines: 

 
1. Anyone feeling ill or showing any symptoms of  COVID-19, WILL NOT attend practice or 

games. 

 

2. FIELDS and ENTRY/EXIT!  All fields will be spaced a minimum of 50 feet apart. Rush 

will play on the south end of complex and Rangers on the north. Vehicles will enter through 

the east access and will exit through the west access of the complex only. SEE MAP! 

 

3. TEMPERATURE CHECKS - PLAYERS AND COACHES!  Players and coaches will 

not arrive more than 25 minutes before their game!  Players must be temperature checked 

and screened before they proceed to the field. See map for temperature check locations for 

each club! 

 

4. MASKS! All players, spectators, refs and coaches MUST WEAR MASKS once they exit 

their vehicles, to and from the fields, in the pavilion and while they are moving about, at the 

complex. Players only, can remove their masks for game play but must replace them once on 

sidelines.  

 

5. PLAYER/SPECTATOR SEATING! Home team will occupy one side of the field and 

away team will occupy the other side of the field. Parents must sit a minimum of 8 ft from 

the sideline of the field, on the same side as their players/coaches.  

 

6. SPECTATORS must remain in their vehicles until 10 minutes before the start of the game! 

They must maintain a minimum or 6 feet between families. Spectators are not to 

congregate and must return to their vehicles, immediately, after games. Pueblo Ranger 

employees will ensure spectators and players are not congregating.  

There will be a maximum of 2 spectators per player  for each game. Spectators must wear 

masks at all times (unless medical conditions restrict use of the mask). 

 

7. EMPLOYEES will be temperature checked and will wear masks. 

 

7.   SPORTSMANSHIP! Players are not to offer handshakes after the game; however, we still  

      want to encourage good sportsmanship and would love to see teams coming up with other          

      ways to congratulate each other after games.  

 

8.   SANITARY PRACTICES:  

a. Hand sanitizer will be given to players before and after games, at the fields 

b. Hand sanitizer is also available at temperature check locations for spectators 

c. Soccer balls will be sanitized before each game and at half time 

d. Restrooms will be sanitized hourly 


